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THE CLIENT

A unique blend of café, butchery 

and event space all in one. 

Speducci plays host to an 

international award-winning 

Chef.

 

Without any paid advertising, 
Speducci has grown its presence 
with a strong social media strategy 
and a raving community,
 

 

Speducci has very strong growth 

across all three pillars of their 

business - cafe, butchery and 

events space.

 

SPEDUCCI 
MERCATTO



THE CHALLENGE
What - Speducci wanted to increase 

brand awareness for all three pillars of 

their business and increase sales 

through a unique way to capture cold 

traffic and list build.

 

THE SOLUTION
How - By implementing an organic 30-day 

Messenger chatbot campaign ('Win 

Dinner for 4' - Valued at $250) 

 

Where - Instagram, Facebook and 

Website 

 

Why - Drive awareness, increase 

subscribers & sales and distinguish new 

clientele from recurring.

 



CHATBOT 
STRATEGIES

List Growth:
- Facebook Comment Opt-in

List Growth: 
- Website Slide-in & Plug-in - capture cold  website     
traffic to the Messenger chatbot

List Growth: 
- Organic Social Media Posting

Customer Profiling: 
- Understanding subscribers and their data. Who are 
new customers in their establishment.
- Establishing ROI on average in restaurant spend for 
newly acquired customers



LIST 
GROWTH

FACEBOOK COMMENT 
OPT-IN USING THE TRIGGER 

WORD 'YES'
 
 

GOAL
Post on Facebook using the comment opt-in feature that captures those 

who comment with the word 'yes' into Speducci's Messenger Chatbot



LIST GROWTH

MESSENGER WEBSITE 
WIDGET 

& 
SLIDE-IN FEATURE 

 
 

GOAL:

Capturing website traffic 

through one-click opt-in through the 

two Messenger website widgets



LIST 
GROWTH

INSTAGRAM:
LINK IN BIO - SEND TO 
MESSENGER CHATBOT

 

GOAL:
- Post about the contest 3X per week on 

Instagram

- Call-to-action: click the link in bio to be 

redirected to Messenger chatbot for more 

details

- Capture cold traffic from Instagram into 

Messenger and own that traffic

- Track those who clicked the link in the bio 

using Bit.ly to cross reference number of 

people coming in through Instagram

 



CONVERSIONS & 
CUSTOMER PROFILING

Filtered subscribers at opt-in 

by asking if they had ever been 

to Speducci before:

 

Three options to choose:

1) No, but I plan on it

2) Yes & I will again

3) No, and I don't plan to (0% 

selected this option)

 

 

 

Opt-ins by platform
 

1) Website - 52%
2) Facebook - 29%

3) Instagram - 19%
 

 

Understanding our audience allowed us to pinpoint which touch points 

subscribers were coming from

 

 

 

 

Custom Fields & Tagging
Allowed us to determine ROI of campaign based on segmenting 

who had been to Speducci before and who was a new customer

 

 



GENERATING ROI
Additional revenue generated through chatbot from the 'Win Dinner for 4' campaign:

 

Events
There were TWO event bookings through the chatbot from NEW subscribers that came 

from the current campaign.

 

 

 
Chatbot Event Submission Form

 

New subscribers explored the 

chatbot and went to the 'Event' 

section where they submitted 

information for their event.

 

We know these were new 

subscribers that came in from the 

campaign based on the data and 

profile tags

 

Frictionless 
Transition

 

Once all event 

information was 

submitted in the 

chatbot, it was 

automatically sent to 

the events team on the 

clients end via email to 

confirm and finalize.



RESULTS

Subscribers: 536 new subscribers - 187 new customers who 
intend to come to Speducci (35%)

Open Rates: 100%
Click-Through Rates: 76% -98%
 
Engagement: 2,234 messages sent between subscribers and 
Speducci during campaign

Events : TWO events were booked through the chatbot - total 
event spend between the two events: $7,446

Campaign Cost: $250

ROI
$250: Cost of campaign

 

$175/Avg monthly spend per Speducci customer

 

187 new customers gained from campaign

---------

$32,725 - additional monthly revenue generated from chatbot 

campaign

 

$7,446 - revenue generated from events booked through 

chatbot 

 

 
 


